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An Anglo-Dutch separate-issue road map of EnglandAn Anglo-Dutch separate-issue road map of England

VISSCHER, Nicolas.VISSCHER, Nicolas.
A New Mapp of the Kingdome of England Representing the Princedome of Wales, and otherA New Mapp of the Kingdome of England Representing the Princedome of Wales, and other
Provinces, Cities, Market Towns, with the Roads from Town to Town. And the Number of reputedProvinces, Cities, Market Towns, with the Roads from Town to Town. And the Number of reputed
Miles between them, are given by Inspection without Scale or Compass. Printed and given out byMiles between them, are given by Inspection without Scale or Compass. Printed and given out by
Nicolas Visscher upon the Dam at the signe of the Fischer... and are to be sold by John OvertonNicolas Visscher upon the Dam at the signe of the Fischer... and are to be sold by John Overton
at the White Horse without Newgate.at the White Horse without Newgate.

Amsterdam, c.1694. 570 x 500mm.Amsterdam, c.1694. 570 x 500mm.

£480£480

A callaboration between publishers in Amsterdam and London. A detailed map of England andA callaboration between publishers in Amsterdam and London. A detailed map of England and
Wales criss-crossed by straight lines representing roads. This state, about ten years after theWales criss-crossed by straight lines representing roads. This state, about ten years after the
first, is identified by the dedication to William III under the elaborate title cartouche supported byfirst, is identified by the dedication to William III under the elaborate title cartouche supported by
putti and surmounted with the Royal Arms.putti and surmounted with the Royal Arms.

Shirley 'British Isles' Visscher 2 , State 4 of 5.Shirley 'British Isles' Visscher 2 , State 4 of 5.

Stock ID :10557Stock ID :10557
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